
AmRRON Regional Digital Training nets

Purpose:

The AmRRON regional training nets exist for the purpose of training Amateur radio operators in
support of the AmRRON mission statement, to improve operator skills in the use of the Fldigi software 
suite, the WinLink software and to enhance skill sets in the performance of Net Control duties and 
improve operator skills in message handling and relay.

Schedule and Frequencies:

The net will be on Tuesday nights once per week at the following times (Zulu) and frequencies:

Region Frequency Offset Mode* Time
East / Central 7.110 mgHz 1200 Hz CT 4/250 0100
Mountain / Pacific 7.110 mgHz 1200Hz CT 4/250 0230

* Please have rxID on for Net as modes may change per NCS discretion for operations and message 
traffic.

Net Operations:

All nets will be conducted as “directed” nets with one primary Net Control Station (NCS) and a 
designated Alternate Net Control Station (ANCS).  

Net operations will be split between the East / Central region and the Mountain / Pacific region.
The split regions will be responsible for establishing their own NCS schedules.  

East / Central Region NCS will alternate between the East and Central region as follows:

East Region will be responsible for NCS on the 1st and 3rd Tuesday of each month.
Central Region will be responsible for NCS on the 2nd and 4th Tuesday of each month.
If there is a 5th Tuesday, there will be no East / Central region net for that week and nets will resume 
again on the 1st Tuesday of the next month.

Mountain/Pacific Region NCS will alternate between the the MTZ and PTZ region as follows:

MTZ will be responsible for NCS on the 1st and 3rd Tuesday of each month.
PTZ will be responsible for NCS on the 2nd and 4th Tuesday of each month.
If there is a 5th Tuesday, there will be no net for that week and nets will resume again on the 1st 
Tuesday of the next month.
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Message Traffic:



All operators are encouraged to generate and bring message traffic to the nets.  Message 
traffic will be transmitted by either formatted Flmsg, Flamp or WinLink P2P (RePac).  Net Control 
Stations will be responsible for directing and designating relay stations as necessary.  It is also 
advisable to download and utilize the AmRRON V3. Sitrep and Spotrep forms.  These are available on
the main AmRRON web page.

Procedures:

Net Control Operators in the split regions should follow a standardized format for net 
operations during the net.  The recommended format is as follows:

Procedures: (cont)

1.  The net should open with an announcement of the net, a statement of purpose, a brief description 
and allowance for any emergency, priority or time sensitive traffic to be accepted.
2.  NCS will then open the net for check ins, listing of traffic and acknowledge stations on the net.
3.  NCS will then ask for and designate an (ANCS).
4.  NCS will then designate stations to begin passing message traffic.
5.  Individual stations passing or relaying message traffic will determine the mode and modality for 
sending message traffic.  After sending message traffic and completing block fills or resends as 
necessary, they should return the frequency to NCS and await acknowledgement.
6.  NCS will then check with ANCS if there is a need for relays or resends from their reception area 
and allow ANCS to assume control of the net until completion of that message traffic.  When all 
message traffic is resent or relayed, ANCS should check within his reception area if there is any more 
traffic to be passed and dispense with that accordingly and if there are any late or missed stations 
wishing to check in.
7.  After ANCS transfers control of the net back to NCS, NCS should check for late or missed stations 
and any further traffic that needs to be listed.
8.  After all net traffic has been passed and net business concluded, NCS should release ANCS and 
thank all those participating and turn the frequency over to general amateur use.
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________

**Special procedures for NCS only
All scheduled Net Control Stations should allow for transfer of traffic from the other split region NCS 
and individual stations that may not be available for nets.  The scheduled NCS will make provision for 
this by the following procedure:

1.  On the day of the net, the designated NCS for each split region should monitor Z-Net throughout 
the day and activate their station at or before 1700Z and open the WinLink P2P function on their 
computers and be ready to receive WinLink messages.
2.  From 1700Z to 2200Z, NCS will leave their station operational and ready to receive in WinLink P2P
mode on a center frequency of 14111.4 kHz / dial frequency of 14109.9 kHz.
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3.  From 2200Z to 0100Z, NCS will leave their station operational and ready to receive in Winlink P2P 
mode on a center frequency of 7111.4 kHz / dial frequency of 7109.9 kHz.
4.  If NCS is not able to change frequencies at 2200Z, then leave your station on a center frequency of
7111.4 kHz from 1700Z till 0100Z.



5.  Designated NCS from the split regions should make provision to pass traffic / messages destined 
for the other region in a timely manner.  This should be done at the earliest convenience before or 
after the nets.  The method and modality will be determined by the individual NCS stations but will 
follow a “grid down” model.

Special procedures for individual stations wishing to leave message traffic with NCS for the nets 
but for other reasons, may not be able to check into the net at the designated time.  THIS IS NOT FOR
GENERAL CHECK IN BUT FOR LEAVING MESSAGE TRAFFIC ONLY!
If you know the Amateur Radio call sign of the NCS for your split region net, go to the above listed 
RePac frequencies at the appropriate time and connect with their station and leave your message 
traffic as a P2P email for their Amateur Radio call sign. 

 If you do not know who the NCS is for the date of your split net:

1.  On the Main AmRRON Z-Net channel, call for the NCS for the day for the designated net.  After 
making contact, move to the breakout channel and arrange for meeting on the appropriate AmRRON 
HF digital frequency to make contact and then either transfer your traffic by Flmsg / Flamp or move to 
the above designated RePac frequencies and send the message traffic as P2P email.
2.  If you are unsure of the validity of the Amateur radio call sign as an AmRRON operator, prior to 
passing your message traffic, use the standardized AmRRON authentication procedure.
3.  After reception of the message traffic in the RePac mode, the NCS station will then relay your 
message traffic into the appropriate net at it’s scheduled time.

****These are open training nets****

Do not send traffic that has sensitive material that you do not want shared with all AmRRON 
operators.

The Z-Net breakout channel will be open as a “help desk” during the nets.  During the nets please try 
and keep conversation on the channel to net related subjects.
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